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Abstract

Angiogenic sprouting requires functional specialisation of endothelial cells into lead-

ing tip cells and following stalk cells. Experimental data illustrate that induction

of the tip cell phenotype is dependent on the protein VEGF-A; however, the pro-

cess of tip cell selection is not fully understood. Here we introduce a hierarchical

agent-based model simulating a suggested feedback loop that links VEGF-A tip cell

induction with Dll4/Notch mediated lateral inhibition. The model identifies VEGF-

A concentration, VEGF-A gradients and filopodia extension as critical parameters

in determining the robustness of tip/stalk patterning.

The behaviour of the model provides new mechanistic insights into the vascu-

lar patterning defects observed in pathologically high VEGF-A, such as diabetic

retinopathy or tumour angiogenesis. We investigate the role of cell morphology

in tip/stalk patterning, highlighting filopodia as lateral inhibition amplifiers. The

model has been used to make a number of predictions, which are now being tested
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experimentally, including: 1) levels of Dll4/VEGFR-2, or related downstream pro-

teins, oscillate in synchrony along a vessel in high VEGF environments; 2) a VEGF

gradient increases tip cell selection rate.

Key words: Angiogenesis, Agent-based modelling, Notch, Oscillation, Lateral

inhibition

1 Introduction

Angiogenesis is the outgrowth of new blood vessels from pre-existing vessels (Risau,

1997). The development of new vasculature by angiogenesis occurs in two stages.

First, a dense, immature, evenly spaced network of new vessels develops by recursive

sprouting and fusion of sprouts. Second, the network is remodelled into a mature

hierarchically spaced network by adaptive pruning events and blood flow. In this

paper we focus on the first stage. Sprouting angiogenesis has recently been shown

to be precision guided by growth factor gradients (Gerhardt et al., 2003; Gerhardt

and Betsholtz, 2005) and repulsive cues (Lu et al., 2004; Weinstein, 2005). The new

sprout is headed by a ‘tip cell’, which responds to VEGF-A stimulation by extending

filopodia and migrating towards the signal (Gerhardt et al., 2003). The vessel wall

of the sprout usually comprises only one or two ‘stalk’ cells before tip cell fusion

takes place. Over time the stalk cells divide in response to VEGF and the sprout

elongates (Gerhardt and Betsholtz, 2005). New tip cells are then stimulated within

the elongating sprout and the process repeats.
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VEGF-A was recently shown to be sufficient and necessary to induce the tip cell

response (Gerhardt et al., 2003). Now several studies have identified that Notch sig-

nalling controls tip cell selection (Hellström et al., 2007; Lobov et al., 2007; Suchting

et al., 2007); the full mechanism, however, remains unclear. Inhibition of Notch leads

to a significant increase in tip cells in both normal and pathological angiogenesis

(Hellström et al., 2007; Lobov et al., 2007; Noguera-Troise et al., 2006; Ridgway

et al., 2006). Pathological angiogenesis, e.g. in tumours and ocular vasculopathies,

often leads to highly aberrant vascular patterning with tortuous, leaky vessels. In

tumours this reduces drug delivery and increases metastatic potential (Koganehira

et al., 2003; Jain, 2005). Such malformations provide a strong incentive to under-

stand the interactions between tissue environment and endothelial cell-cell commu-

nication. Interestingly, partial and full inhibition of Dll4-Notch signalling have been

shown to resolve some of the aberrant vascular patterning in both retinal vasculopa-

thy and tumours respectively (Hellström et al., 2007; Noguera-Troise et al., 2006;

Ridgway et al., 2006).

Tip cell selection is thought to occur in two stages: 1) VEGF mediated activation

of VEGFR-2 receptors leads to up-regulation of the ligand delta-like 4 (Dll4) (Lui

et al, 2003); 2) Dll4 mediated activation of Notch1 receptors in a neighbouring cell

down-regulates VEGFR-2 receptor expression (Williams et al., 2006; Sainson et al.,

2005, 2006). The Notch-Dll4 lateral inhibition generates an alternating pattern of

cell fates, a ‘salt and pepper’ pattern (Baron, 2003; Brooker et al., 2006); therefore

contrary to most angiogenesis models to date, tip cells are only separated by one or

two stalk cells in immature vessels (Figs. 1 and 2). The lateral inhibition mechanism

can be reduced to the negative feedback loop shown in Fig. 2(b). In the presence

of VEGF the tip cell phenotype may be considered ‘default’, since the inhibited

stalk cell fate is ‘acquired’ through lateral inhibition (Collier et al., 1996). Tip cells

cannot be adjacent, as one would necessarily be inhibited by the other (Collier et

al., 1996). Stalk cells may be adjacent provided that at least one neighbour is a tip
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cell, otherwise it would receive no inhibition and default back to the tip cell fate.

Filopodia are long thin, dynamic, membrane protrusions; they extend and retract.

The retraction of filopodia acts as an efficient search strategy, allowing the cell to

optimally redirect its filopodia (Carmeliet. P. and Tessier-Lavigne, 2005). We assume

the filopodia are generated by similar pathways to those in fibroblast cells, where

a chemoattractant triggers actin recruitment to the site of receptor activation, via

proteins WASP and PIP2 (Holt and Koffer, 2001; Bray, 2001). Actin polymerises

into filaments which are bundled in parallel pushing out the membrane. Filaments

are polarised and highly dynamic, as actin adds onto one end and disassociates from

the other. Filopodia retract if the addition rate falls, caused by loss of receptors or

chemoattractant.

Computational models have been used to investigate a wide range of blood vessel

behaviour (Bartha and Rieger, 2006; Anderson and Chaplain, 1997; Levine et al.,

2002; McDougall et al., 2005; Merks and Glazier, 2006). However, many angiogen-

esis models work at the macro-scale, simulate the effects of multiple factors, and

focus on the later stages of angiogenesis such as blood flow (Stephanou et al., 2006;

McDougall et al., 2002). A few studies have focused on modelling single aspects at

greater resolution, such as the binding of VEGF to VEGFR-2 (Mac Gabhann et

al., 2005) showing that processes taken for granted in other models have their own

interesting dynamics and stochasticity. Levine et al. (2001) modelled the onset of

capillary formation, but with a focus on the role of degradation of the basal lamina

and without considering dll4-notch selection or morphological effects, central in our

model. The majority of angiogenesis models to date have used continuous methods

with the exception of Anderson and Chaplain (1998), where a hybrid model incorpo-

rating continuous chemicals with discrete cells was implemented in 2D. Some cellular

automata models follow a similar approach to ours: the Epitheliome project, which

uses agents to model epithelial cells, (Walker et al., 2004); Merks and Glazier (2006)
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neo-vascularisation model; and the Peirce et al. (2004) investigation of pericytes in

angiogenesis.

In this paper we aim to understand, through a unique, hierarchical agent based

modelling approach, how Notch-mediated selection of tip cells is affected by different

VEGF environments and filopodia dynamics. We propose that the characteristicly

high VEGF observed in vascular pathologies may corrupt the Notch-driven selection

of tip cells leading to excessive branching. We consider the novel viewpoint that

filopodia play a significant role in selection as an amplifier. Cells that bind more

VEGF extend more filopodia. Due to increased surface area they can then bind

more VEGF, thus creating a positive feedback that consolidates the tip cell fate.

This paper also represents the first step in a larger project to understand how

migration, division and anastomosis affect tip cell selection.

In the next section the model will be fully introduced. Agents in the model are

altered via interaction with their local environment only (such as neighbouring

agents and signalling gradients). Global phenomena such as cell fates, selection

rates and vessel patterning emerge from the large numbers of agents interacting

locally. A number of simulation results will be presented in section 3. An analysis of

the mechanistic aspects of selection is given, leading to predictions for subsequent in

vivo experiments; importantly, we find a possible role for gradients in determining

tip cell selection rate and theorise an oscillation of cell fates in high VEGF.

2 Model overview

The model consists of a single hollow, cylindrical capillary comprising ten endothe-

lial cells (‘EC agents’). There is one cell per vessel cross section with no autocellular

junction (Levine et al., 2001; Uv et al., 2003). For capillary dimensions and initial

parameter settings see Fig. 3 and Table 1. Each cell is comprised of smaller ‘memA-
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gents’ on its periphery, representing sections of the membrane (Fig. 4). The sur-

rounding environment contains a fixed distribution of VEGF, similar to the method

adopted by Bartha and Rieger (2006). The model is defined over a 3D gridded lat-

tice where each unit of cubic volume (‘grid site’) has sides of length 0.5 μm. The

memAgents each solely occupy one grid site, unless they belong to a filopodium.

Being very thin, filopodia may share a grid site with other filopodia and/or VEGF

(see Fig. 5). Thus EC agents extend across many grid sites, similar to a grouped

lattice cellular automata (Chen et al., 2006). Each memAgent contains unique levels

of Notch1, Dll4 and VEGFR-2 receptors. Each EC agent has knowledge of the total

protein levels and activity across its memAgents (Fig. 4). The agents are initialised

with internal parameter settings as detailed in Tables 2 and 3. In order to main-

tain focus on the lateral inhibition mechanism, EC agents are capable of only two

actions, extension and retraction of filopodia. Both actions are executed locally by

the memAgents. See Fig. 6 for a pseudocode overview of the model.

VEGF concentrations in vivo are notably difficult to determine (Mac Gabhann et

al., 2005). It is assumed that under normal angiogenic conditions, approximately

less than 3% of VEGFR-2 receptors would be bound by VEGF (Mac Gabhann and

Popel, 2006); we set the VEGF concentration per grid site such that this assumed

occupancy was, on average, attained. Two types of VEGF environment were mod-

elled: 1) uniform VEGF, representing the diffusible isoform VEGF120, which had 0.8

molecules per environment grid site; 2) a linearly increasing gradient, representing

the ECM binding isoform VEGF164, with 0.04 VEGF molecules multiplied by the

grid site’s position on the y axis (Fig. 3).
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2.1 VEGFR-2 and Notch responses

VEGF activation of VEGFR-2 generates two responses in the model: (1) up-reg-

ulation of Dll4, via alterations in gene expression (executed during the EC agent

update, described in section 2.3) and (2) filopodia extension via actin activation. A

memAgent’s active VEGFR-2 receptor level V ′
m is given by

V ′
m = VsinkVmMtot/Vmax

26∑

n=1

En.VEGF. (1)

V ′
m is dependent on the sum of VEGF in its local neighbourhood (nearest orthogonal

and diagonal grid sites). The constant Vsink refers to the number of VEGFR-1

receptors, which act as a sink, removing VEGF from the system (Waltenberger et

al., 1994; Hiratsuka et al., 1998). Mtot is the current total number of memAgents

in the given EC agent.

The EC agent Notch level was constant, representing a balanced rate of degradation

and expression, focusing the model on Dll4 dynamics. Notch is activated by Dll4

on a neighbouring cell; both proteins are clustered to the cell-cell junctions. Notch

is activated by removal of Dll4 from neighbouring memAgents not belonging to the

same cell up to the value of Nm, then N ′
m = Nm (refer to Table 3). If less Dll4 exists

in its local neighbourhood than Nm then N ′
m is set to the total Dll4 available.

2.2 Filopodia

Each memAgent has the potential to extend a single filopodium, provided that

the cell’s arbitrary membrane stretch limit (Mmax ) has not been reached. It must

recruit enough actin to extend (text ), modelled by the accumulation of actin tokens;

see Tables 1 and 3. Actin levels are incremented in a probabilistic fashion dependent
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on VEGFR-2 activation, as follows

p(actin) = CV ′
mMtot /Vmax , (2)

where C is the intracellular signal strength representing levels of WASP/PIP2 acti-

vation. Filopodia are extended by creating a new, linked memAgent within the local

grid site neighbour with the highest VEGF level (randomly chosen if no clear highest

exists). MemAgents have a state representing their location in filopodia: tip, stalk,

base or none (see Fig. 5). When awarded a token, MemAgents not in a filopodium

(state ‘none’) pass it to local base state neighbours within a 2 μm radius, biasing

recruitment to already growing filopodia. Actin is also passed up filopodia, by base

and stalk state memAgents, towards the tip. Only tip and none state memAgents

can use their actin to extend. Upon extension actin level is reduced by text . This

system incorporates elements of the more detailed ‘Artificial Cytoskeleton’ model

(Bentley and Clack, 2004, 2005).

Filopodia retract if a memAgent in tip state fails to extend for fmax time steps;

it is then deleted. Upon deletion all proteins are passed backwards to the previous

memAgent in the filopodium, which then changes state to become the filopodium

tip. This deletion process continues every time step until the base is reached, which

instead of being deleted has its status reset to ‘none’. The process of passing proteins

backwards during retraction results in a pool of actin accumulating at the old base

position. It was assumed that, given receptor activation and sufficient actin, re-

extension might occur from that location before the pool could be recruited to an

existing filopodium two microns away. Thus memAgents with a retracted actin pool

can override the otherwise enforced two micron distance for extension. The actual

number of filopodia per EC agent is dynamic and determined each time step by the

current conditions, though the maximum possible per cell was 160.

The maximum speed at which a filopodium in the model can extend is by one
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memAgent per time step (as newly created memAgents are not updated until the

next time step); thus to extend 10 μm would take a minimum of 20 time steps. It

would then take fmax time steps before taking a further 20 time steps on average to

retract. As the experimental data in Leslie and Lewis (2007) indicate, filopodia take

a range of times to extend and collapse, the fastest being between 15 and 18 minutes

for a 10 micron long filopodium. Taking 18 minutes as a baseline, and setting fmax

to 30 gives one time step as 15 seconds in the model.

2.3 EC agent update

After all memAgents have updated, each EC agent sums its memAgent’s active

receptor levels V ′
c and N ′

c. After a delay, D1 for V ′
c and D2 for N ′

c (see Fig.2) these

levels are effective (V ′′
c and N ′′

c ) and used in equations 3 and 4 to determine the

new cell wide levels of Dll4 and VEGFR-2, which are then divided back out to the

memAgents (Dll4 only between junction memAgents). The delays were set such that

their sum was approximately 15 minutes, fitting with a similar Notch-delta system

(Guidicelli and Lewis, 2004). It was assumed that recovery delays would be very

short compared with the time it takes for active receptors to affect transcription.

For simplicity R1 and R2 were set to 1 time step, and D1 and D2 were set to 28

time steps.

Dct = Dct + V ′′
c δ (3)

Vct = Vmax − N ′′
c σ (4)

2.4 Evaluation

The resulting patterns of primary and secondary cell fates were evaluated at the

final time step of the simulation (tmax ) with regard to three separate factors (1)
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the number of tip cells, (2) whether the salt and pepper pattern has been reached

and (3) how long the pattern has been stable for.

Tip Cells: A tip cell is defined by the following two criteria, which mean it has

filopodia and has not been inhibited: 1) Vc ≥ Vmax /2 and 2) Mtot ≥ 1.2×Minit

Pattern: A score of 1 was given if no tip cells were adjacent and exactly four or

five tip cells existed, otherwise a score of zero was given. Note that a zero score

does not indicate to what extent the system has failed to generate the pattern.

This score was then expressed as a percentage.

Stability: A binary score was given each time step for each EC agent. It would

score 1 if Vct = Vct−1 ±ρ, and zero otherwise, where ρ was a significance value. At

tmax the number of consecutive positive scores, working backwards, was averaged

over each EC agent and given as a percentage of tmax .

3 Results

To assess the effects of VEGF environment on tip/stalk patterning, a number of dif-

ferent simulations were performed. First the effects of a gradient were investigated.

3.1 VEGF gradient affects selection rate

The model was run in both the uniform and linearly increasing VEGF environments.

In uniform VEGF it took an average of 720 time steps to achieve a salt and pepper

pattern, over 50 runs (stability score of 52%, when tmax = 1500). In the linear

gradient it took less time, 585 time steps on average (a stability score of 61% over

1500 time steps). Fig. 7 shows EC agent morphology differed markedly in the two

environments (see supplementary material for movies of typical simulation runs).
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In uniform VEGF, curled filopodia grew in random directions compared to long di-

rected filopodia in the linear gradient, consistent with observations in Gerhardt et

al. (2003). On average twenty long filopodia were observed per EC agent in the gra-

dient compared to fifty in the uniform VEGF distribution, matching experimental

data in retinal angiogenesis (Gerhardt et al., 2003). The increased selection rate in

the presence of a gradient can be attributed to filopodia extension. Slight differences

in filopodia length between cells can result in large differences in receptor activation

if the VEGF distribution is heterogeneous, allowing one cell to gain an advantage

more quickly. Thus we predict that in vivo the pattern will stabilise faster in the

presence of a gradient.

3.2 VEGF concentration affects number of tip cells

The concentration of the uniform VEGF distribution was varied. For each setting

of VEGF, between 0.1 and 1.6 molecules per grid site (in intervals of size 0.1)

the model was run 50 times, each for 1500 time steps, and scoring results averaged.

Figure 9(a) shows that low VEGF yielded a stable arrangement of no tip cells, as not

enough VEGF was present to evoke a response. A range of values between 0.5 and

1.2 VEGF molecules per grid site could generate the salt and pepper pattern. With

higher VEGF levels beyond this ‘window’ of normal patterning, the cells oscillated

in synchrony between all tip cells and all stalk cells, never stabilising into the salt

and pepper pattern (Fig. 9). Genetic studies have shown that the levels of VEGF

require tight control during normal development as a 50% reduction or doubling

in the amount of VEGF leads to severe vascular defects and embryonic lethality

(Carmeliet et al., 1996; Ferrara et al., 1996; Miquerol et al., 2000). Interestingly our

present results indicate that the process of tip cell selection is strongly influenced

by VEGF levels. Only a small range of VEGF concentrations yield normal tip-stalk

patterning, which we therefore predict could account, at least in part, for some of
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the problems in angiogenesis in high VEGF environments.

3.2.1 Oscillation in high VEGF

For the oscillation of cell fates to occur in synchrony across all EC agents, adjacent

cells must consistently inhibit each other fully, with no room left for one to gain an

inhibitory advantage. In very high VEGF this is conceivable as enough receptors are

activated to maximally inhibit neighbours, thus further outgrowths of filopodia can

yield no further inhibition. When fully inhibited EC agents cannot continue pro-

duction of Dll4 and so cannot maintain inhibition, thus causing an oscillation (Fig.

2(b)). The oscillation predicted by our model has never before been proposed for

this system; it is as yet undiscovered in the laboratory. However, in other systems

oscillating negative feedback-loops are fundamental. For example, the segmentation

clock in developing vertebrates utilises negative feedback oscillations to control the

spacing of somites (Guidicelli and Lewis, 2004). A similar negative feedback simu-

lation has also been shown to induce oscillations when activation levels are high (Di

Ventura et al., 2006).

In Fig. 10 we present observational data which shows the oscillation to be plausible.

Fig. 10(a) shows one vessel region comprised entirely of tip cells and Fig. 10(b)

shows another region of the same retina comprised entirely of stalk cells. These

‘patches’ are an as yet unexplained phenomenon observed in retinal vessels exposed

to pathologically high VEGF (Hellström et al., 2007). Interestingly, in light of the

oscillation predicted by the model, the patches could be accounted for as different

regions of synchronously oscillating cells captured out of phase in one still image.

One would expect the regions to be out of phase as the vessels themselves will have

formed at different times.

The oscillation has a number of implications. If the patches explanation is correct, it
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could account for abnormal vessel dilation and excessive branching in pathological

angiogenesis. However, our model is simple and so it is feasible that pathways not

included have evolved to dampen the oscillation or force the system to chose one

particular fate. It has also been noted that for oscillations to occur, the lifetime of

molecules involved must be short compared with the sum of transcriptional delays

(Guidicelli and Lewis, 2004). With these considerations in mind, experiments are

now underway to investigate its existence.

The period of the oscillation was found to be 116 time steps (29 minutes). This is

consistent with the period observed in (Guidicelli and Lewis, 2004) and their equa-

tion showing oscillation period is equal to twice the sum of the transcriptional delays.

In our model, twice the sum of delays does indeed give the period ((28+28+1+1)

× 2). To test if the delay-period relationship still held true with different delay set-

tings, the model was run fifty times for each setting between 10 and 50 (in intervals

of size 10) for both delays D1 and D2. Each run lasted 3000 time steps, accommo-

dating the larger delay settings. Fig. 11(a) shows results where D1 = D2, but the

same relationship held true for D1 < D2 and D1 > D2. Thus the sum of the delays

is more important than their particular values.

3.3 Dll4 under and over expression

The δ parameter, which controlled the expression level of Dll4 in response to VEGF

(see Fig. 2), was varied. Setting δ to 1 is equivalent to a Dll4+/− heterozygous

knockout genotype (as δ was set to 2 in the normal case). For each δ setting between

zero and four (in 0.2 intervals) the model was run 50 times, each for 1500 time

steps. Averaged results are shown in Fig. 8(b). Again a viable window for normal

patterning is clear after which oscillation is observed. However, in contrast to Fig.

8(a) low levels of Dll4 are associated with too many tip cells due to a lack of
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inhibition into the secondary cell fate rather than a lack of VEGF.

Fig. 8(b) shows that in the model a Dll4+/− knockout is unable to stabilise into the

salt and pepper pattern. The lowered inhibition level causes all cells to be classified

as tip cells, the default fate. This is consistent with experimental observations where

heterozygous knockout mice still have some Notch activity but produce too many tip

cells (Hellström et al., 2007), as shown in Fig. 11(c). Sainson et al. (2005) observed

more tip cells when Notch signalling was inhibited in vitro and attributed this to

increased tip cell proliferation. However in vivo tip cells rarely divide (Gerhardt et

al., 2003). Instead, the increased number appears to be due to adjacent tip cells not

inhibiting each other fully.

3.4 Phase Plane Analysis

To give greater insight into how relative strengths of each model aspect contribute

to a given behaviour, a phase plane analysis was performed. Thus, the three aspects

of the system: filopodia dynamics, lateral inhibition and VEGF environment, were

varied against each other. It was desirable to dedimensionalise the system and only

vary three parameters, one for each aspect of the system. All simulations were run

in the uniform VEGF environment, varying just the concentration. The constant

C in equation 2 controlled filopodia dynamics; increases in C raise the chance of

extension. Only δ (Fig. 2) was varied to control lateral inhibition. σ was not varied

as it was found that the product of δ and σ was more important than their actual

values. To gain a broad view the following parameter settings were used: δ, C ∈
{0, 1, 2, 3, 4} and VEGF ∈ {0.4, 0.8, 1.2, 1.6} (molecules per grid site). For each

combination of parameter settings the model was simulated fifty times, each for

1500 time steps. The average system behaviour was then classed as one of the

following four types of behaviours (phases).
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Phase 1 No response: tip cells score < 4, stability score > 50, pattern score = 0

Phase 2 No inhibition: tip cells score > 5, stability score > 50, pattern score = 0

Phase 3 Salt and pepper pattern: tip cells score = 4 or 5, pattern score = 1

Phase 4 Oscillation: stability score < 5, pattern score = 0

The diagrams in Fig. 8(c) show there are two approaches for returning an oscillating

system to phase 3 normal patterning when in high VEGF (e.g. VEGF = 1.6): 1)

change the environment or 2) change the cell’s perception of the environment. The

latter can be achieved by ‘turning down’ lateral inhibition, via δ, making the cells

react as if there is less VEGF. Phase 3 was achieved at around half the original

value of δ, which is understandable as the environment contained 2 × VEGF. The

prediction from these results suggests that a Dll4+/− mutant would perform normal

patterning in twice the VEGF level; experiments are now underway to test this in

vivo. The diagrams also show that if C is reduced alongside δ then there are more

viable settings of δ that will achieve phase 3 behaviour; both EC agent’s perceptual

channels have been manipulated. However, reducing C alone does not yield phase

3, the lateral inhibition must be reduced to avoid oscillation.

Interestingly, in the uniform environment it was found that reducing δ could not

generate normal patterning in greater than 2 × VEGF. The same test was run

in the linear gradient with results averaged over 50 runs of 3000 time steps. The

VEGF level in each grid site was multiplied by a scalar x (ranging from 2 to 10

times normal VEGF (0.8)). For each VEGF setting, δ was divided by x. Results in

Fig. 11(b) show that phase 3 could be achieved at higher than 2 × VEGF. Stability

was inversely proportional to VEGF level. This result has interesting implications,

suggesting once again that gradient rather than concentration could be a key factor

in the success of achieving the salt and pepper pattern. Reducing C by the same

factor alongside δ up to 20 × VEGF, yielded phase 3 and consistently high stability
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for every x setting.

4 Discussion and conclusions

The model has reproduced many experimentally observed aspects of tip cell selec-

tion. Loss of Dll4 leads to increased tip cell density. Uniform VEGF distribution

leads to curly and more numerous filopodia, whereas gradients lead to longer more

directed filopodia. Lateral inhibition via Notch generates a salt and pepper pat-

tern under normal angiogenic conditions. Excessive tip cells are observed in high

VEGF and a ‘normalisation window’ was observed across different combinations of

parameters. The model, validated by these qualitative similarities to experimental

observations, has been used to make a number of predictions, which are now being

tested. Specifically: (1) the salt and pepper pattern will stabilise faster in VEGF

gradients than in uniform environments due to filopodial amplification, (2) levels of

Dll4/VEGFR-2 or related downstream proteins will oscillate in synchrony along a

vessel in high VEGF.

It was shown by removing all environmental and internal cell biasing, that the

Notch-Dll4 lateral inhibition mechanism can generate the salt and pepper pattern

of normal tip cell selection. Therefore, abnormal patterning can be attributed to

the dynamics of this particular system, rather than any uncontrolled bias. However,

heterogeneity in the environment and cell protein levels no doubt serve to improve

the robustness of this system, conferring an advantage to certain cells without inde-

pendently causing the selection. The protein levels used did not necessarily reflect

the actual protein numbers, but rather the amounts that are available for activation,

simulating the net effect of many interactions between cofactors.

Our phase-plane diagram implies that lateral inhibition needs to be ‘turned down’

in high VEGF environments. This may initially seem counter intuitive: as more tip
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cells are observed in high VEGF we might expect to need to turn up the lateral

inhibition. This result, however, is reinforced by the evidence in Hellström et al.

(2007) that inhibition of Notch signalling in retinal vasculopathy helped renormalise

tip cell numbers. It also showed that combining a reduction in notch activity with

a reduced filopodial response may improve robustness of the patterning.

The model was designed as a hierarchical agent model to facilitate subsequent ex-

tensions, such as cell migration, cell division and anastomosis through realistic mod-

elling of cell shape changes. This modelling approach focuses on the emergence of

whole-system behaviours and complex shapes from local lower-level environment-

system interactions. We expect that experiments currently underway to test the

model predictions will highlight aspects for further refinement. Through such model–

test–refine loops we aim to edge closer to a more complete understanding of tip cell

dynamics and their potential role as a therapeutic target in pathological angiogen-

esis.
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Figure Legends

Fig 1. (a) Representative image of the growing vascular front in a mouse retina at

postnatal day 5. Endothelial cells visualized by Isolectin B4 conjugated to Alex-

aFluor 568 (red). Alternating stretches of leading membrane, with and without

filopodia extension, correspond to an alternating pattern of tip (T) and stalk cells

(S). Red Macrophage above the vessel labelled M. Arrow points to filopodia still vis-

ible on stalk cell, as it is not yet fully inhibited, relating to stage 2 in the schematic

below. (b) Combined nuclear DAPI labelling (blue) and endothelial cell junction

labelling with VE-cadherin antibodies (green) illustrate that a limited number of

endothelial nuclei (stars), which correspond to either tip cells (T) or stalk cells (S),

constitute the sprouting front. Nuclei outside vessel belong to astrocytes. (c) High

magnification of the tip cell region of a mouse retina from the transgenic Notch

reporter line (TNR1, (Hellström et al., 2007)). Active Notch signalling in the stalk

cell (S) between two tip cells (T) is indicated by the green GFP signal. Cell nuclei

are counter-stained with DAPI (Blue). Dll4 protein labelled red is prominent in the

tip cells. Macrophage labelled M. All scale bars are 10μm. (d) Schematic of tip cell

selection initiating sprouting,our model simulates stages 1-3.

Fig 2. (a) The two pathways involved in Notch mediated tip cell fate determination.

D1 and D2 are transcriptional delays. R1 and R2 are recovery delays representing the

time it takes before gene expression returns to normal. δ and σ represent expression

levels in response to receptor activation or loosely, transcription factors. (b) The

pathway as a negative feedback loop, active VEGFR-2 (V ′) induces Dll4 (D), which

increases active Notch1 (N ′) leading to VEGFR-2 inhibition.
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Fig 3. Initial model setup. Each small cube that the vessel is made up from is a

memAgent. MemAgents at a junction (blue), VEGF (yellow), Vc level is initially at

maximum (green). Initial dimensions in Table 1.

Fig 4. (a) Each EC agent is comprised of smaller memAgents, representing sections

of the membrane. Each memAgent has its own internal quantities of proteins and

the EC agent stores the total quantities. See Tables 2 and 3. (b) Lattice implemen-

tation (2D version with circular cells), C = cell interior (inert), M = memAgent,

E=environment. The lattice, or grid, representation allows the local neighbourhood

of a memAgent to be clearly defined, e.g. the highlighted memAgent on the left will

only interact with VEGF in the four nearest environment grid sites.

Fig 5. EC agents extend filopodia by creating new memAgents linked together.

The memAgents in filopodia have knowledge of the agents it is linked to above

and below, held in its minusSite and plusSite internal knowledge. See Table 3. A

memAgent’s internal state ‘Fstatus’ = B (base) if the minusSite is empty, T (tip)

if the plusSite is empty and S (stalk) otherwise, indicating where in the filopodia

it resides. MemAgents in filopodia, but not at the base, are represented by thinner

shapes within environment E state grid sites.

Fig 6. Model pseudo code overview. For every time step upto tmax (when the sys-

tem is evaluated): 1) all memAgents update in random order asynchronously. A

memAgent first checks whether it should be deleted, if in a retracting filopodia. If

not then it updates its number of active receptors based on the local environment

and may be awarded actin. Actin is recruited or spent in extending a filopodia. 2)

when all memAgents have been updated, each EC agent updates its active receptor

totals and uses them, after a delay, to determine new cell wide levels of Dll4 and

VEGFR-2, which are then divided back out to all memAgents.
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Fig 7. Screen shots taken when the salt and pepper pattern stabilised (t) in each

environment. Colour represents VEGFR-2 levels (Vc) on a continuum scale from

purple (low) to green (high). a) Uniform VEGF, t=1140. Filopodia grow in all

directions and curl randomly, (b) Linear gradient, t=650. Filopodia grow straight

towards higher VEGF levels at top. EC agents are each 10 μ m wide. See Fig 3 and

Table 1.

Fig 8. Graphs showing model dynamics obtained in a uniform VEGF distribution.

Thick line = pattern score, thin line = stability score, dotted line = tip cell score.

(a) Varying the VEGF level showed a window of VEGF concentration generating

normal tip cell patterning, below this would generate no behaviour and above the

system would oscillate. (b) Varying the δ parameter (altering Notch activation via

suppression/over expression of Dll4) shows high tip cell numbers were yielded with

no lateral inhibition (δ low) and abnormal oscillation in high Dll4 expression. (c)

Phase diagram showing how system behaviour varies with changes in VEGF, lateral

inhibition (δ) and filopodia dynamics (C). Phase 1: no response (yellow); 2: no

inhibition (blue); 3: S&P pattern (green); 4: oscillation (red).

Fig 9. Graphs showing the VEGFR-2 levels in each cell over one run, all in uniform

VEGF. (a) normal VEGF level, half the cells stabilise at t=1001 into tip cells (high

VEGFR-2) and the other half with low VEGFR-2; (b) in twice the VEGF level the

cells VEGFR-2 levels are seen to regularly oscillate in synchrony; (c) and (d) show

the product of δσ is important rather than their specific values.

Fig 10. Patches of ‘all tip cells’ along a vessel or ‘all stalk cells’ are representative

of vasculature in pathological angiogenesis, which may support the synchronous

oscillation predicted by the model. Here, two regions of one representative confocal

image of a retina injected with 300ng VEGF-A164 on day 3 and fixed 24h later, are

shown with isolectin B4 conjugated to AlexaFluor 568. In a normal retina, as shown

in Fig. 1, any chosen region at the leading edge will have filopodia in alternating
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positions. But here one region is shown (a) with all tip cells (excessive filopodia and

sprouting) and in another region of the same retina (b) no tip cells ( no filopodia)

can be observed at the leading edge.

Fig 11. (a) Period of oscillation in high uniform VEGF (VEGF= 1.6) correlates

with increase in delay parameters D1, D2. (b) Normal patterning in high VEGF

in linearly increasing gradient, gained by reducing δ proportionally with VEGF

increase. Stability drops as VEGF increases unless C is also reduced proportionally.

Thick line = pattern score, thin line = stability score, dotted line = tip cell score.

(c) Dynamics of Vc in all EC agents over one run with Dll4+/− mutant (δ = 1). The

cells are unable to inhibit each other enough to generate stalk cells.

Supplementary Material A. Simulation in uniform VEGF with normal concentration

(0.8 molecules per grid site). Colour represents VEGFR-2 levels (Vc) on a continuum

scale from purple (low) to green (high). Salt and pepper pattern takes longer to

stabilise than in the presence of a VEGF gradient.

Supplementary Material B. Simulation in linearly increasing VEGF gradient, with

normal concentration (0.04 × y axis position, molecules per grid site). Colour repre-

sents VEGFR-2 levels (Vc) on a continuum scale from purple (low) to green (high).

Salt and pepper pattern is faster to stabilise than without a gradient.

6 Tables

Parameter Definition Setting Reference

Xg, Yg , Zg grid width, length, depth 200, 76, 20 model specific

Ctot EC agents 10 model specific

Minit initial memAgents per EC agent 1288 calculated

wc width of EC agents 20 (Freitas, 1999)

lv vessel length 200 calculated

rl radius of lumen 4 (Freitas, 1999)
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rv radius of vessel 6 (Freitas, 1999)

g gap between vessel and lattice boundary 4 model specific

Vmax max VEGFR-2 receptors 46,000 calculated from (Wang et al., 2002)

Vmin min VEGFR-2 receptors 1,000 estimated

N Notch receptors 10,000 estimated

Dmax max Dll4 10,000 estimated from (Lui et al, 2003)

Dmin min Dll4 ligands 0 estimated

fmax max time before memAgent collapses filopodia 30 estimated from (Leslie and Lewis, 2007)

Vsink proportion of VEGF left by VEGFR-1 0.11. estimated

text Actin tokens required for filopodia extension 3 estimated

Mmax max memAgents per EC agent 1800 estimated

δ Dll4 expression change due to VEGFR-2 2 estimated

σ VEGFR-2 expression change due to Notch1 15 estimated

ρ significance range for pattern stability Vmax /6.6. model specific

C strength of VEGFR-2 intracellular signal 2 estimated

VEGF VEGF molecules per grid site 0.8 calculated, see text

tmax evaluation time step 1500 estimated

Table 1: Model dimensions and parameters, distances given in grid sites (0.5 μm sided

cubes), times given in time steps (one time step is 15 seconds).

Attribute Description Setting Range

Vc level of VEGFR-2 Vmax Vmin ≤ Vc ≤ Vmax , Vc

V ′
c level of active VEGFR-2 0 0 ≤ V ′

c ≤ Vmax , V ′
c

Dc level of Dll4 0 Dmin ≤ Dc ≤ Dmax , Dc

Nc level of Notch1 N Nc = N

N′
c level of active Notch1 0 0 ≤ N′

c ≤ N, N′
c

N′′
c effective active Notch1 0 0 ≤ N′′

c ≤ (N × R2), N′′
c

V ′′
c effective active VEGFR-2 0 0 ≤ V ′′

c ≤ (Vmax × R1), V ′′
c

St stability score at time step t 0 St ∈ [0, 1]

Table 2: Initial EC agent internal knowledge settings. See text for explanations.

Attribute Description Setting

Vm level of VEGFR-2 Vmax/Mtot

V ′
m level of active VEGFR 0
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Dm level of Dll4 0

Nm level of Notch1 (if Jstatus = 1) N/Mtot

N′
m level of active Notch1 0

d indicates if memAgent is in a collapsing filopodia 0

F status indicates memAgent’s location in a filopodia none

Jstatus indicates if memAgent resides at a cell-cell junction 1=yes, 0=no

Tokens no. of actin tokens 0

minusSite previous memAgent in filopodia NULL

plusSite memAgent ahead in filopodia NULL

Table 3: Initial memAgent internal knowledge settings. See text for explanations.
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